
EXPERIENCE

Via Gusta, LLC – Brooklyn, NY May 2011–present
Founder and Principal
Via Gusta is dedicated to reshaping the global food system by reducing information inequality along value chains, 
generating dialogue among stakeholders, and engaging the public through educational food-related tourism. 
• Worked with Theo Chocolate to build an organic sourcing and certification strategy for Haiti. Developed an 

educational tourism program for Theo customers and potential investors.
• Developed sustainable culinary itineraries for the Italian Tourism Board of  New York.
• Assisted International Development Enterprises in program scale-up and new partnerships to support business 

development for small farmers in Nepal. Wrote concept note and technical proposal for a new project to 
support women’s empowerment in agriculture.

• Currently advising La Colombe Torrefaction on a coffee-sourcing strategy for Nepal. Acted as buyer for first-
ever shipment of  organic specialty coffee to the U.S.

• Currently developing and inaugurating global thought leadership program for LRN, an ethics- and values-based 
business consulting firm.

Clinton Global Initiative – New York, NY Aug. 2008–May 2011
Associate Director, Commitments Dec. 2009–May 2011
The Commitments Department recruits member organizations, helps members to develop new initiatives as 
“Commitments to Action,” monitors their progress over time, and communicates their work to a broader public. 
• Organizational strategy. Managed departmental transition of  responsibilities from independent portfolio 

team to a 20-person department. Supervised operations and administration of  all commitment monitoring, 
reporting, and development. With media partners, developed systems to increase print, radio, and television 
exposure of  new member commitments during 2010 Annual Meeting, increasing exposure by 62% overall.

• Communications. Built case study program with three academic partners. Published book of  lessons learned 
from Haiti relief  efforts. Assisted development of  web-based system for member networking, communication, 
and sharing of  lessons learned. Built strategy for a web platform to aid data sharing and increase accountability. 
As liaison to the Office of  President Clinton, coordinated all departmental communications and briefings.

• Knowledge building. Developed strategy to build knowledge from 2,000 Commitments to Action. Managed 
integration of  progress and lessons learned into the annual CGI program, development of  written products to 
aid communications efforts, and establishment of  a knowledge base for best practices information. Built 
strategic partnerships with universities, think tanks, and non-profits to support knowledge-building strategy.

• Haiti disaster relief. From January to May 2010, coordinated Haiti earthquake relief  efforts for CGI and 
oversaw network of  member organizations working in Haiti. Served as CGI liaison to the Clinton Foundation, 
the Clinton-Bush Haiti Fund, the Office of  President Clinton, and the UN Office of  the Special Envoy to 
Haiti. Facilitated development of  more than $200 million in new Haiti-focused initiatives.

Senior Manager, Commitments Aug. 2008–Dec. 2009
Established and supervised 6-person team that oversaw the portfolio of  Commitments to Action, with primary 
responsibility for coordination, communications, reporting, research, analysis, and monitoring.
• Built and implemented strategy for monitoring commitments to increase accountability and improve reporting.
• Instituted new department-wide systems for producing reports on commitments relevant to program, for 

identifying and tracking partnership opportunities among members, and for briefing President Clinton on 
commitments relevant to his travel and speaking schedules.

• Supervised overhaul of  database and related systems; developed budget and built in strategy for system growth.
• Produced and organized all content for 5-year publication on commitment progress.

Winrock International – Kathmandu, Nepal May 2006–Aug. 2008
Consultant, Smallholder Irrigation Market Initiative and Tea and Coffee GDA
• Drafted successful pilot proposal to incorporate nutrition and food security activities into 70,000-household 

agriculture program. Secured funding for pilot and hired three health and nutrition specialists.
• Designed and oversaw implementation of  impact evaluation of  nutrition pilot. Presented results to USAID and 

partners, leading to $2 million in funding for scale-up to national level. 
• Led training of  national-level M&E staff  in survey practice and analysis. Developed extensive GIS program.
• Aided in development of  Nepal Tea code-of-conduct certification program for smallholder farmers. 
• Built GIS sustainable coffee capacity analysis model for nascent fairly-traded coffee program.
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The Fletcher Forum of  World Affairs – Medford, Mass. Sept. 2006–June 2008
Senior Editor.  Responsible for solicitation and development of  manuscripts, management of  team of  Staff  
Editors, and strategic planning of  future volumes for this leading foreign policy journal.

U.S. Dept. of  State – Washington, DC 2003–2006
Foreign Language Officer, International Visitor Program. Performed on-site management of  topical programs 
for invited guests of  state. Worked with heads of  NGOs, Italian government officials, and corporate representatives 
on topics including nutrition and food policy, economic development, and environmental law and policy.

Associazione Culturale Enjoy Venice – Venice, Italy 1997–2000
President. Founded and directed nonprofit focused on cultural and environmental preservation and education. 
Hired, trained, and supervised four staff. Oversaw planning, budget, and public relations.

EDUCATION

Tufts University, Friedman School of  Nutrition Science and Policy, MS May 2008
Agriculture, Food, and Environment program, specialization in Sustainable Development. Academic advisor 
Kathleen Merrigan, Deputy Secretary, USDA.
• Developed and led 10-day study tour in Italy for students and faculty, “Sustainable Food Systems and the 

Global Marketplace,” 2006.
• Feinstein International Center grant recipient, 2006.
• Teaching assistant, Nutrition 219 “Food Technical Distribution and Marketing Issues.”
• Co-founder, FOOD student group; co-chair, symposium committee.  Helped organize two symposia:

Power: Mapping Food Production & Food Sovereignty in the 21st Century, April 2007
Sustainability in the Balance:  Juggling Environmental Health, Economic Profitability, & Social Equity in the Global 
Food System, April 2006

Tufts University, Fletcher School of  Law and Diplomacy, MALD May 2008
Fields of  study:  International Environment and Resource Policy, International Negotiation and Conflict 
Resolution. Academic advisor William Moomaw, lead author, Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change.
• 2008 Commencement Speaker: “There Are No Simple Rules.”
• Research assistant for Matthew Kahn, Prof. of  Environment and Resource Economics, 2006-2007.
• Participant in Fletcher Mediation Practicum, 2007

Harvard University, Henry Russell Shaw Fellow 1996–1997
Post-baccalaureate research on impacts of  agricultural shifts of  New World food crops to and within Europe.

Harvard University, AB magna cum laude June 1996
Concentration in Linguistics and Romance Languages and Literatures.

SELECTED PUBLICATIONS AND LECTURES

Innovations: Technology, Governance, Globalization. Guest editor, vol. 5, special edition. Philip Auerswald and Iqbal Qadir, Eds.
“Apple Computer and Environmental Activism,” case study, in IDEAS Journal:  International Development, Environment, and 

Sustainability 4 (Medford, Mass.: Center for International Environment and Resource Policy, The Fletcher School), March 
2008.  Available at <fletcher.tufts.edu/ierp/ideas/pdfs/issue4/OharaCorey_ AppleComputer.pdf>.

“Convention on Genetically Modified  Organisms:  Harmonizing Regulations and Dismantling Trade Barriers,” with Sarah 
Borron, in Susskind, LE and WR Moomaw, Eds., Papers on  International Environmental Negotiation, Vol. XVI (Cambridge, 
Mass.: Harvard Program on Negotiation, 2007).

“Assessing Sustainability in Development,” unpublished; favorably peer-reviewed at Journal of  Public and International Affairs.
“Helping Farmers in Nepal,” Op-Ed in UN Development Programme Newsletter for South-South Cooperation, Oct. 2006.
A Year in Food. Fifty-two weekly columns published as “The Global Gourmet,” 2002-2003, republished in book form in 2004.

Speaking engagements: “Sustainable Rural Development,” Tufts University, Institute for Global Leadership; “Certification and 
Sustainability,” New York University, Environmental Studies; “Embedding Value for the Small Farmer,” University of  
Massachusetts, Political Science; “Mapping Local Food Systems,” Sterling College;“La Tradizione Sostenibile in Cucina,” Harvard 
University, Romance Languages.
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